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what is the fine for driving a manual car with an auto - hey guys so stuff has happened in my family and i need to take
the risk of driving my dads manual car around i can drive manual perfectly fine i just did my license in auto and i m on red ps
what is the fine if i get caught driving my dads manual car i would avoid doing anything illegal but the situation i m in doesn t
allow for it thanks, penalties for driving a manual when only carrying an auto - penalties for driving a manual when only
carrying an auto licence welcome to sau community welcome to sau community like most online communities you must
register to view or post in our community but don t worry this is a simple free process that requires minimal information for
you to signup penalties for driving a manual when only, driving a manual on an auto license boostcruising - driving a
manual on an auto license sorry folks but the fine for driving a manual with an auto licence in qld is 75 and 1 point fail to
comply with condition of licence the auto only is a condition of the licence many years ago it used be straight unlicenced but
the law changed in 2000 with the transport operations, penalty for driving a manual car with automatic licence - penalty
for driving a manual car with automatic licence 1 penalty for driving a manual car with automatic licence jnmfnrnoxy table of
content introduction brief description mai, penalty for driving a manual car with an automatic licence - penalty for driving
a manual car with an automatic licence penalty for driving a manual car with an automatic licence are becoming more and
more widespread as the most viable form of literary media today, what is the fine for driving a manual on auto license qld license ned b hey just wondering what the fine or charge is for driving a manual car on auto license thanks qld license on
mar 18 2011 03 01 pm within the general discussions category, how much trouble can you get in for driving an manual
car - it is an offence for a person to drive on a road a motor vehicle of any class if he is not the holder of a licence
authorising him to drive a motor vehicle of that class you would be charged effectively with driving without a licence, driving
a manual car with automatic car license yahoo - in america there is no law saying you can t drive a standard on a
automatic license no requirements or a special license needed if you take your test in a manual car then you have to do the
driving test according to the rules and shift properly etc to pass the test, consequence of driving manual car with an
automatic licence - consequence of driving manual car with an automatic licence or one of these penalties and most
people drive manual cars without applying for a manual license if you have an accident as well there is a possibility that no
one notices as well unless you are really unlucky still the risk remains
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